
Myths and Folklore and 
Legends OH MY!

OAS Standards: 4.1.a, 4.1.b, 4.4.b



Take a moment…
We encounter myths, legends, fables, and folklore every day. What are some of 
our modern-day equivalents?











Oral Tradition: Stories that are handed down by word of mouth. 
Most myths, legends, folktales, and fables were originally communicated 
this way

Example: Goldilocks and the Three Bears!

Unlocking the Mystery



Folktales:
Includes fairy tales and folklore (including TALL tales!)

Magic, imaginary creatures, and talking animals can be included

Begins with a phrase such as, “Once upon a time...”

About ordinary people (or animals) and everyday life, there are oftentimes 
wishes involved, too.

The number three is significant and repeated often.

Good guys and bad guys, but good guys always win!

Good characters have an obstacle or problem to overcome/solve



Folktales:
Here’s a big one:

THERE IS NO KNOWN AUTHOR



Fables:
The big one:
THERE IS ALWAYS A MORAL TO THE STORY

Characters are usually animals, not everyday people like folktales.

Aesop well-known for his fables...



Legen… wait for it… dary...
About humans but can have magic or supernatural events

Based on real people who are considered heroes

Story handed down for many years

The big one: 

IT IS TOLD AS IF IT WERE A TRUE STORY

They are therefore often historical, but not always factual...



Myths:
Stories about gods, goddesses, and spirits

The big one:
EXPLAINS NATURE OR TEACHES A LESSON

Often connected to a religious belief system

Gods and goddesses have human emotions

Contain magic

Gods and goddesses often appear in disguises



Side by Side
Folktales Fables Legends Myths

About ordinary people

Animals talk

Magic/Supernatural

Kinda short

Might teach a lesson?

#3 Significant

Good guys win

No known author

About animals

Animals talk

Not too magical…

Usually really short

ALWAYS a lesson

Largely cautionary

Aesop

About ordinary people

Animals talk

Magic/Supernatural

A little longer

Probably no lesson.

Told as a true story

Good might not win…

Historical

About gods/goddesses

Animals talk?

Magic/Supernatural

Can be super long

Explains nature/lesson

Gods/goddess have 
human emotions

Connected to religion



Folktale, Fable, Myth, or 
Legend?
Sleepy Hollow Superman Guardians of the Galaxy

Goldilocks and the Three Bears Tortoise and the Hare

The Trials of Hercules Lord of the Rings Davy Crockett

The Avengers Percy Jackson Little Red Riding Hood

Zelda series King Arthur and Knights of the Round Table

Shrek Green Lantern Once...



Deity/Hero Object Lesson
/Explanation

Setting Feeling/Mood

1 A Fox
                           1

A Mirror
                          2

What makes 
waves?

A forest
                          1

Spooky

2 Hercules A Sword Don’t judge a book 
by its cover

A city
                          3

Light-hearted
                           3

3 Thor

                          2

A Satchel
                         
                           1

Honesty prevails

                           2

The moon

                           2

Parable or 
Instructional
                           1

4 An Old Inventor A book

                           3

Why cats have 
long tails
                           1

A schoolhouse Fantastical

                           2

5 A Beast with Long 
Fangs
                           3

A cloud Temperance

                           3

A temple to Apollo Vengeful

1. A fox, a satchel, why cats have long tails, a forest, parable
2. Thor, a mirror, honesty prevails, the moon, fantastical
3. A beast, a book, showing temperance, in a city, light-hearted



Writing your myth/legend
Write this on your brainstorming sheet:

1. Write what genre you’ve selected (myth, legend, folktale, fable)
2. Pick a box from each of the rows. Put a “1” in the lower right hand corner.
3. Do the same with “2” and “3”
4. Write down in a list everything you picked for “1” then “2” then “3.”
5. Now pick a number, it can be whichever one you want to write a story 

about.
6. WRITE THIS DOWN: You must have TWO PARAGRAPHS of at least 

EIGHT SENTENCES apiece and you must have all 5 of the things in your 
list!


